
Quarterly sector accounts
2015, 4th quarter

Households' saving rate was negative in the fourth quarter
of 2015
The saving rate of the household sector was negative in the fourth quarter of 2015. The saving
rate did, however, improve compared to the third quarter. Adjusted disposable income describing
households' economic well-being grew year-on-year. The profit share of the non-financial
corporations sector weakened compared with the previous quarter but the investment rate grew
clearly. These data derive from Statistics Finland’s quarterly sector accounts.

Key indicators for households and non-financial corporations,
seasonally adjusted

In the fourth quarter of 2015, the profit share of non-financial corporations, or the share of profits in value
added, weakened by 1.3 percentage points to 22 per cent. The investment rate of non-financial corporations,
or the proportion of investments in value added, increased by 1.1 per cent to 26.6 per cent. The key figures
were calculated from seasonally adjusted time series.

Households' saving rate was -0.4 per cent in the fourth quarter of 2015. In the previous quarter, the figure
was -0.8 per cent and in the early part of the year it was positive. The saving rate refers to the share of
savings in disposable income. In the fourth quarter, the investment rate of households accounted for 10.4
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per cent of disposable income. The investment rate of households has not changed significantly over the
past year. Most of households' investments were investments in dwellings.

Households' adjusted disposable income grew from the corresponding quarter in 2014 by 0.8 per cent
adjusted for price changes. Adjusted income is the indicator recommended by the OECD for evaluating
the economic well-being of households. Adjusted disposable income is derived by adding individual
services produced by the public sector, such as education, health and social services, to the disposable
income of households.

Sector accounts are calculated only at current prices. However, a volume indicator describing the
development adjusted for price changes is calculated for households' adjusted disposable income in a
separate Appendix table. The profit share, saving rate and investment rate are calculated from net figures,
which means that consumption of fixed capital is taken into account. Households do not include non-profit
institutions serving households.
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Appendix tables

Appendix table 1. Key indicators from sector accounts

Household (S14)
investment rate, %

Household (S14) saving
rate, %

Non-financial corporations
(S11) investment rate, %

Non-financial corporations
(S11) profit share, %

10.9-0.125.424.32011Q1

11.27.227.427.62011Q2

14.30.029.721.92011Q3

11.81.328.732.92011Q4

11.0-5.726.320.42012Q1

11.49.228.022.82012Q2

13.91.030.319.02012Q3

11.20.328.729.92012Q4

10.3-1.325.418.22013Q1

11.07.626.523.42013Q2

13.00.826.920.62013Q3

10.20.926.331.02013Q4

9.8-4.724.018.92014Q1

10.65.825.323.42014Q2

12.1-0.728.021.42014Q3

9.60.725.730.62014Q4

9.3-3.823.920.12015Q1

10.43.925.323.42015Q2

11.9-1.026.720.32015Q3

9.70.126.928.92015Q4

Appendix table 2. Key indicators from sector accounts (seasonally adjusted)

Household (S14) investment
rate, %

Household (S14) saving
rate, %

Non-financial corporations
(S11) investment rate, %

Non-financial corporations
(S11) profit share, %

12.22.527.127.92011Q1

12.01.927.427.32011Q2

12.12.428.325.92011Q3

12.02.128.726.42011Q4

12.01.227.925.12012Q1

11.93.528.222.32012Q2

11.90.428.822.82012Q3

11.71.028.622.72012Q4

11.41.927.022.32013Q1

11.22.926.623.72013Q2

11.02.425.424.42013Q3

10.91.426.224.02013Q4

10.8-0.425.523.52014Q1

10.61.325.423.82014Q2

10.40.526.624.42014Q3

10.40.525.623.52014Q4

10.21.025.424.02015Q1

10.30.025.523.92015Q2

10.4-0.825.523.32015Q3

10.4-0.426.622.02015Q4
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Appendix table 3. Volume development of household adjusted disposable income

Change in volume from
one year ago, %

Volume indicator (1999=100)Change in value from one
year ago, %

Household adjusted
disposable income, EUR bil.

1.2123.84.432.02011Q1

2.4141.25.936.82011Q2

0.4130.54.234.12011Q3

0.6138.24.136.42011Q4

0.4124.33.533.12012Q1

0.0141.33.338.02012Q2

0.3130.93.535.42012Q3

-0.7137.22.237.22012Q4

0.2124.52.834.12013Q1

0.0141.32.439.02013Q2

0.1131.12.436.22013Q3

0.4137.82.738.22013Q4

-1.9122.10.034.12014Q1

-1.0139.90.439.12014Q2

-0.3130.81.236.62014Q3

0.1137.91.438.72014Q4

1.7124.32.334.92015Q1

-0.7139.0-0.139.12015Q2

0.6131.60.937.02015Q3

0.8139.01.139.22015Q4
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Appendix figures

Appendix figure 1. Volume development of households’ adjusted
disposable income

Appendix figure 2. Households’ saving rate
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Appendix figure 3. Households’ investment rate

Appendix figure 4. Non–financial corporations’ profit share
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Appendix figure 5. Non–financial corporations’ investment rate
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Revisions in these statistics

Revisions to the latest quarters' seasonally adjusted key indicators since their initial publications.

Revision (% pts)Latest release (16.03.2016) (%)1st release (%)

0.623.522.92014Q4Non-financial corporations (S11) profit share

2.824.021.22015Q1

0.923.923.02015Q2

1.023.322.32015Q3

2.125.623.52014Q4Non-financial corporations (S11) investment
rate 1.925.423.52015Q1

0.925.524.62015Q2

0.725.524.82015Q3

-0.30.50.82014Q4Household (S14) saving rate

1.31.0-0.32015Q1

-0.10.00.12015Q2

-0.6-0.8-0.22015Q3

-0.310.410.72014Q4Household (S14) investment rate,

-0.410.210.62015Q1

-0.110.310.42015Q2

0.210.410.22015Q3
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